
Mold Sampling Instructions

SWAB SAMPLE

Check to ensure that the packing around the swab is not opened or damaged. 
Remove the swab from the plastic packaging, and check to ensure that the swab 
and swab casing are not damaged or broken. If anything is broken or damaged, 
contact Home Land Labs at (443) 505-8375 to receive a replacement kit. 

1. The swab container will have a sticker with a unique identifier on the sample. 
Please confirm that this number matches the identifier on the COC.

2. Using the green handle on the end of the swab, remove the swab from 
the protective container. 

3. Roll the swab tip over the sample location at a 45° angle, ensuring 
that the matter in question transfers to the swab (you should see 
discoloration on swab). 

4. Put the swab back in the container and close the swab casing tightly.

TAPE SAMPLE

Check to make sure that the cover sheet is still intact on the slide, ensuring that 
no other particles have come into contact with the surface. Confirm that there 
are no cracks or other compromising factors on the slide. Inspect the casing to 
make sure that it is not broken to ensure the slide will be protected once the 
sample is taken and the slide is placed back in the casing. If anything is broken or 
damaged, do not use. 

5. The bioslide container will have a sticker with a unique identifier on the 
sample. Please confirm that this number matches the identifier on the COC.

6. Pull off the plastic cover sheet from the adhesive portion of the slide (this 
can be thrown away).

7. Place the slide against the sample spot adhesive side down, ensuring 
that the matter in question transfers to the bioslide (you should see 
discoloration on the slide). DO NOT press down on the slide.  Too much 
pressure on the slide can cause the paint to be removed from the surface 
damaging the wall and the sample.

8. Gently remove the slide from the surface.

9. Place the slide back into the plastic case and close tightly.

A video with detailed instructions on how to collect a sample can be found on our 
website:  homelandhealthyhomes.com/moldkit



RETURN/MAILING INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Fill out all of the information on the provided Chain of Custody form.

2. Fill in your return address information on the pre-addressed envelope, or 

use your own envelope addressed to:

Home Land Labs
9106 Philadelphia Rd #106
Rosedale, MD 21237

3. Place the completed Chain of Custody form with the swab and slide 

samples in the envelope and seal tightly.

4. Place this envelope in (USPS/FedEx/UPS) mailbox to be delivered to 

Home Land Labs Rosedale or drop-off at any of our locations:

Home Land Labs Rosedale
9106 Philadelphia Rd #106
Rosedale, MD 21237

Home Land Labs Office Annapolis
108 Old Solomons Island Road
Annapolis, MD 21401

Home Land Labs Office Waldorf
3430 Rockefeller Court
Waldorf, MD 20602


